(7/15-16/14) Board Meeting- Item 10
Urban Water Drought Emergency Regulations
Deadline: 7/14/14 by 12:00 noon

7/7/14
To The Members Of The Board,

7-7-14

I would like to introduce our company TeraValve. Our signature patented water
conservation valve was officially unveiled at the 2014 Building Show at the Jacob Javits
Center in NYC. We have completed installations in locations in several states including
California. Additionally, the 'TeraValve' itself is manufactured in California.
Clients report between 12% - 25%, and in some cases more, water consumption savings
with no loss in pressure. The science and engineering behind the Teravalve can be seen at
www.teravalve.net where you will find a brief demonstrational video.
TeraValve is a division of Tera Holdings, LLC - a global green energy management company
that offers a full suite of energy savings solutions with presence in several countries across
the globe.
I respectfully submit our technology to The Board for their consideration at the upcoming
July 15-16 meeting. The Board, with its extensive collective engineering background - will
be able to easily understand the TeraValve and its principles and appreciate its simple yet
effective performance. The valve is a new and innovative product on the cutting edge
of conservation technology, introduced and awarded a patent after 5 years and several
million dollars of research & development.
We have received awards and recognition based on our products effectiveness for such
clients as Co-Op City, Double Tree and Hilton Hotels, and Jones Lang Lasalle Global Property
Management among others. References, client point of contact, media coverage and press
release materials are readily available.
In California, the TeraValve is being utilized in several applications such as residences,
hotels, commercial operations and manufacturing plants, golf courses, colleges and
universities - anywhere water is historically overused or over pressurized. The valve comes
in various sizes to accommodate all water pipes and configurations. Valve installation is
completed usually within 4-6 hours, is removable within 30 minutes and each valve has a
complete 10 year warranty. Our company is dedicated to global water conservation and
developing solutions - we would like the opportunity to help The State Of California in an
effort to achieve legitimate, measurable state-wide conservation results.
Please contact me personally with any questions or additional information requests.
Thanks for your consideration.
Sincerely,
- Steve Sylvester
Steve Sylvester
Northeast Energy Manager
Terawatt Dynamics
direct (914)474-6200
www.terawattdynamics.com
www.teravalve.net

